Abstract

Microcontrollers (MCUs) are steadily embracing multi-core technology to meet growing performance demands. This trend marks a shift from their traditionally simple, deterministic designs to more complex and inherently less predictable architectures. While shared resource contention is well-studied in mid to high-end embedded systems, the emergence of multi-core architectures in MCUs introduces unique challenges and characteristics that existing research has not fully explored. In this paper, we conduct an in-depth investigation of both mainstream and next-generation MCU-based platforms, aiming to identify the sources of contention on systems typically lacking these problems. We empirically demonstrate substantial contention effects across different MCU architectures (i.e., from single- to multi-core configurations), highlighting significant application slowdowns. Notably, we observe that slowdowns can reach several orders of magnitude, with the most extreme cases showing up to a 3800x (times, not percent) increase in execution time. To address these issues, we propose and evaluate µTPArtc, a novel mechanism designed for Timely Progress Assessment (TPA) and TPA-based runtime control specifically tailored to MCUs. µTPArtc is an MCU-specialized TPA-based mechanism that leverages hardware facilities widely available in commercial off-the-shelf MCUs (i.e., hardware breakpoints and cycle counters) to successfully monitor applications’ progress, detect, and mitigate timing violations. Our results demonstrate that µTPArtc effectively manages performance degradation due to interference, requiring only minimal modifications to the build pipeline and no changes to the source code of the target application, while incurring minor overheads.
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In 2022, the microcontrollers (MCUs) market was valued at USD 20.61 billion, with projections indicating a compound annual growth rate of 11.0% from 2023 to 2030 [35,36,44]. Meanwhile, there’s a rising demand for MCUs with higher computing power, stemming from the proliferation and the range of functions required by Internet-of-Things (IoT) based devices. From communication and sensing [12] to machine learning algorithms [8], these devices are increasingly incorporating diverse and processing-intensive workloads [4]. To accommodate this demand, manufacturers are enhancing the architectures and microarchitectures of MCUs, notably adopting multi-core designs [1,4,28].

**Predictability in MCUs.** Unlike high-end systems powered by application processors (APU) found on desktops, servers, and mobile devices, MCUs, such as the Arm Cortex-M (CM) family, are the foundations of small embedded and IoT-based systems. MCUs are characterized by limited computing power and memory capacity, typically featuring simple microarchitectures without cache, having 2-3 pipeline stages, and lacking virtual memory support [47,50]. For instance, the Armv6-M CM0+ and Armv8-M CM23 processors have 2-stage instruction pipelines, whereas the Armv7-M CM3/4 and Armv8-M CM33 include 3-stage pipelines. Additionally, they are designed with low interrupt latencies; for instance, CM-based devices typically range from 12 to 16 cycles. As such, MCUs are perceived as deterministic platforms due to their simplistic hardware designs, aiming to guarantee the timely behavior of deployed applications. This predictability is vital since MCUs frequently interface with the physical world and host applications with real-time and safety-critical requirements [12,18,33]. However, as extensively studied in high-end APUs, the introduction of multi-core in MCUs leads to unpredictability [17] due to the reciprocal interference in shared resources [19,22,25,30,48,51].

**The need for new solutions.** Shared resource contention in high-end multi-core APUs has been extensively studied [22,23]. Caches, interconnect networks, and the DRAM memory controller and banks are among noteworthy sources of interference [25,51,52]. However, MCUs present unique characteristics that have not been thoroughly studied so far: MCUs often lack a memory management unit (MMU); no shared caches are used, and only very few employ caches in the form of private caches with no hardware coherence; use flash memories with non-standardized controllers offering caching/prefetching capabilities; include different peripherals; and incorporate multiple Direct Memory Access (DMA) engines. Yet, empirical studies addressing contention in MCUs remain scarce. To the best of our knowledge, only two academic works have tackled this issue [30,33]; however, their insights do not apply to a broad spectrum of MCUs since they target a specific platform (i.e., Armv8-M Musca-A1 test chip). From a different angle, contention within bus interconnects has been observed in various MCUs and leveraged to implement a side-channel attack [37]. Moreover, MCU contention is also challenging the industry; for instance, a recent study on a dual-core Arm Cortex M0+ (i.e., Raspberry Pi Pico) disclosed a priority inversion scenario resulting from contention on shared memory [48].

**Timely progress assessment.** To address interference, researchers have proposed different approaches (e.g., memory bandwidth regulators [52], cache coloring [19]). These techniques rely on hardware features unique to APUs and absent in MCUs (e.g., performance counters).

1 Recently, Armv8.1-M-based CM55 and CM85 announced a Performance Monitoring Extension, but at the time of writing boards equipped with these processors were still not available.
and virtual memory). In another line of works [6, 21], timely progress assessment (TPA) is leveraged to live-monitor contention-induced delays and restore the system’s predictability. TPA-capable systems perform a timeliness check when the program counter (PC) of the application under test (AUT) reaches a predefined address. Then, the system evaluates the AUT’s timely progress and adjusts the resource allocation accordingly (e.g., suspending co-runner CPUs). Existing TPA methods still face a series of trade-offs: whether the source code of the AUT is required, whether the AUT needs modification, to what extent specialized hardware is necessary (e.g., trace units), and how much overhead it incurs. Nonetheless, we posit that an aptly-designed TPA-based approach is well-suited to tackle performance interference issues in MCUs. Indeed, using simple, architectural-defined hardware components (e.g., hardware breakpoints) offers a more straightforward and scalable implementation of TPA techniques compared to other, more complex approaches in the literature [6, 21].

In this paper, we shed light on the "elephant in the room" [5] for MCUs by posing two pivotal questions: (1) How significantly does contention affect the MCU landscape? and (2) How can timeliness/predictability be restored in MCUs? Our approach to answering these questions is twofold: (i) through an extensive, empirical investigation, we seek to identify and understand the sources and effects of contention on MCUs; subsequently, (ii) we propose µTPArtc, a novel TPA-based mechanism specifically tailored to tackle this issue and restore timeliness in MCUs. We initially surveyed leading MCU vendors. Based on this survey, we document contention issues in three Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) MCUs from distinct silicon manufacturers featuring single vs. dual-core configurations and platform-specific memories. When contention was observed, the performance degradation reached several orders of magnitude; surprisingly, one platform displayed slowdowns up to 3800x.

The proposed µTPArtc. The novelty of µTPArtc design lies in a new trade-off among the existing methods: (i) it employs a novel milestone selection algorithm that can be used without access to the source code; (ii) it only requires that µTPArtc is added at linking time before deployment on the AUT; (iii) it leverages ISA-defined, readily available hardware components found in MCUs; and (iv) it incurs minimal overhead. To achieve this, µTPArtc encompasses two steps and corresponding subsystems: (i) an offline profiling phase that constructs a timing reference profile of the AUT through an automated selection of progress milestones and (ii) an online monitoring mechanism that assesses the timely progress of AUTs at each milestone, ensuring the preservation of end-to-end timeliness. µTPArtc live-monitors the AUT by leveraging widely available hardware breakpoint primitives across the MCU landscape (e.g., Arm’s CM family, RISC-V debug module IP). Upon reaching a milestone, the CPU is interrupted, and a debug exception is triggered, allowing µTPArtc to conduct TPA within the corresponding exception handler.

We implemented a prototype of µTPArtc on a state-of-the-art Armv8-M MCU platform, i.e., NXP LPC55S69 featuring a dual-core Arm CM33. Implementation-wise, µTPArtc is developed as a static library and the binary size is notably small (≈ 1.3KiB). Our evaluation shows that, in general, µTPArtc’s overhead is tightly coupled with the number of progress milestones monitored and their granularity; nevertheless, µTPArtc is capable of balancing this interplay efficiently, with results showing that overhead averages around 1% for different reference application benchmarks (i.e., Embench suite). Furthermore, our results demonstrate that µTPArtc is able to control performance degradation within a predefined, controlled threshold even when severe contention is introduced.

Contributions. In summary, this paper makes four major contributions. First, we survey COTS MCUs and provide a generalized architectural model. With that, we identify the
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potential points of contention. Second, we empirically demonstrate the magnitude of contention on three representative, commercially available MCUs. Third, we propose a new hardware-assisted TPA-based mechanism called µTPArtc to manage contention and provide a reference implementation. And fourth, we conduct a comprehensive evaluation of µTPArtc’s performance and incurred overhead.

2 Motivation: The Contention Problem in MCUs

To shed light on the contention problem in MCUs, we conducted an empirical evaluation to provide compelling evidence of the existence of interference sources and their significant impact on performance. Given MCUs’ distinct architectural characteristics when compared to high-end APU systems, our investigation is organized into four key steps:

(1) Scoping and modeling MCU architectures. Aiming to define the scope of our evaluation, we conducted a survey of current COTS MCU platforms, documenting their architecture and hardware features (Table 1). Based on this systematized information, we developed a generic MCU architectural model (Figure 1) as the basis for our study.

(2) Identifying potential sources of contention. Using the model formulated in (1), we discuss and characterize which shared resources may be prone to contention, while highlighting their differences from other high-end APUs.

(3) Designing resource-stressing scenarios. We select three distinct platforms for our evaluation: (i) two representative of the most recent multi-core MCUs and (ii) one exemplifying a mainstream single-core MCU (Figure 2). For each target MCU, we mount different system configurations designed to stress-test contention on the resources identified in (2).

(4) Assessing contention impact. We evaluate the impact of interference on MCUs by using the previously devised setups. We provide empirical evidence of how a seemingly innocuous system misconfiguration or a deliberate attack aimed at maximizing contention can lead to performance slowdowns from 2x up to 3800x.

2.1 Scope and Platform Model

COTS platforms. We target MCU-based platforms specifically designed for embedded systems and IoT devices. Arm’s CM family is the dominating 32-bit MCU architecture, with almost 30 billion chips shipped in 2021 [2]. In Table 1, we present a selection of 17 COTS MCU families, with a focus on the industry leaders by sales (i.e., NXP, ST, Infineon,
and Renesas) [44]. Among the surveyed vendors, it is noteworthy that, in comparison to well-established platforms (i.e., tier1,2,3), the next-generation platforms (i.e., nextgen) are consistently moving towards adopting multi-core configurations. In contrast, traditional platforms feature simple, single-core architectures without cache or virtual memory support, and with elementary 2-3 stages pipelines (e.g., stm1/2, ren1/2, nxp1/2, inf1). Fewer platforms feature longer pipelines, optional caches (e.g., stm3), and special memory controllers (e.g., nxp3) for performance purposes. Notwithstanding, nextgen devices are standing out with their adoption of multi-core architectures, featuring CPUs with higher clock frequencies (e.g., nxp6 goes up to 1GHz), along with the inclusion of instruction and data caches (e.g., nxp5 features 2x 32KiB caches). Simultaneously, memory capacities are increasing, while tightly-coupled memories (TCM) are becoming ubiquitous. Additionally, the number of DMAs is also rising, and at the microarchitecture level, AXI interconnects are being placed alongside the conventional AHB system buses to meet the increasing bandwidth demands.

**MCU characteristics and platform model.** Figure 1 depicts the MCU model, generalized from the unique characteristics presented in Table 1. MCUs feature single- to dual-core configurations and optionally incorporate instruction/data caches and TCMs with zero-wait states. They often support peripherals with DMA capabilities (e.g., Ethernet, USB), as well as generic DMA bus masters. Key architectural components, such as CPUs, memories, DMA controllers, and peripherals, are interconnected usually by a multi-layer AHB matrix. Flash memories are used for code and read-only data, while SRAMs are used for data. DRAMs are generally not used in MCUs. Due to the relatively slow speed of flash, most devices feature acceleration mechanisms within the flash controller (FC) to expedite flash memory access (e.g., small internal caches and prefetchers). SRAM memories are faster memories and typically apply very few wait-states. A myriad of peripherals (e.g., timers, SPI, I²C, UART, CAN controllers, etc.) is connected through a bridge module (e.g., AHB-to-APB
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![Figure 2 Block diagram of selected platforms from Table 1. (i) nxp4 (SRAMX is reserved for code); (ii) stm2 (SRAM1 is reserved for code); (iii) inf2.](image)

Figure 2 Block diagram of selected platforms from Table 1. (i) nxp4 (SRAMX is reserved for code); (ii) stm2 (SRAM1 is reserved for code); (iii) inf2.

Memory contention. Unlike APUs that predominantly utilize DRAM for main memory, MCUs rely on flash and SRAM memories. Flash memory serves as non-volatile storage, from which code and read-only data are directly fetched when firmware/applications are executed. Known for its slower access times, FCs typically implement proprietary, black-box architectures [15]. Moreover, to cope with rising CPU frequencies, the number of wait-states that cause CPU idling introduced during slow flash reads is becoming prohibitive [11]. A common solution to this issue is to include a zero-wait state cache on the FC that ensures immediate access to the most recently used instruction(s). However, these caches are typically small and implement unusual organizations seldomly found in high-end L1/L2 caches. For example, ST’s flash ART accelerator does not cache the most recently fetched instructions. Rather, it caches only the 16 bytes at the target of a recent branch instruction [11, 46]. Consequently, while wait states may delay the initial branch to a specific address, subsequent branches to the same address do not experience the same delay. On the other hand, SRAM memories are typically single-ported with an arbiter in place to handle collisions [37].

Bus contention. As depicted in Figure 1, memories and peripherals are interconnected to the CPU(s) and DMA(s) controllers through a system bus. A multi-layer AHB matrix is the most widespread bus topology. It allows different bus masters to execute several non-blocking, full-bandwidth transfers to non-shared slaves concurrently. However, when multiple masters attempt to access the same slave, the bus must arbitrate them, which inherently introduces contention [37]. Typically, the bus arbitration policy is round-robin. Still, recent platforms...
are implementing priority-based policies: nxp4 and inf2 provide a priority-based policy, while stm2 adopts a round-robin approach. Attached to the system bus, more and more MCUs support both general-purpose and I/O-specific DMA controllers (e.g., Ethernet modules, SDMMC card interfaces, USB drivers, etc) that autonomously access memory without the intervention of the CPU. As observed in high-end APUs, such devices can further exacerbate the load on the system bus and thus worsen contention effects [32,54].

2.3 Methodology and Experimental Setup

Our series of experiments conducted on three MCUs aim to illustrate the impact of contention on performance due to shared hardware resources. We devised two evaluation scenarios, as outlined in Table 2: common and catastrophic. Each experiment implies different system configurations that result in either manageable or severe contention-related delays.

Selected platforms. Based on the potential sources of contention described in Subsection 2.2, we have selected for our empirical study three distinct platforms: nxp4 [29], inf2 [14], and stm2 [46]. These platforms are representative of a subset of different MCU-based architectural organizations, including (i) single- or dual-core designs; (ii) distinct ISAs and processors (Armv6-M CM0+, Armv7-M CM4, and Armv8-M CM33); (iii) bus topologies with differing arbitration policies (round-robin or priority-based); (iv) different memory organizations (e.g., vendor-specific FCs, single- vs. multi-block SRAMs); and (v) implementation-specific DMA controllers with different functionalities. In Figure 2, we illustrate a simplified version of the main block elements of each selected platform architecture (i.e., bus masters and slaves, and bus interconnect). More details on each platform can be found in Table 1.

System configuration. During the evaluation of each experimental scenario, we made an effort to maintain the consistency of the platform’s configuration. This included (i) configuring CPU clocks at their maximum frequencies, which inherently required the maximum number of wait states in each platform’s FC, and (ii) activating any platform-specific performance-enhancing features available for the FC, such as small internal caches and prefetchers. Table 2 summarizes the memory layout of each system configuration used in the two experiments. The observed CPU (i.e., CPU0) runs an Embench’s benchmark [31], while the co-runner (i.e., CPU1), as the interfering CPU, runs a synthetic memory-intensive application. This synthetic application is designed to stress the target shared memory resources by performing branch-intensive operations of multiple non-sequential blocks of nop instructions. We emphasize that while we have deliberately parameterized the interference application to create a significant level of contention, the observed effects can possibly be aggravated with further fine-tuning.

Experimental methodology. The evaluation is designed to assess performance degradation in the CPU executing the Embench benchmark. The degradation arises due to contention...
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from other bus masters, such as additional CPUs or DMAs, that concurrently compete for the same hardware resources used by the CPU under test. In the first experiment, i.e., the common scenario — see Table 2(a), we instantiate a typical multi-core memory layout on the nxp4 and inf2 boards. The configuration separates read-only sections (code in .text and constants in .rodata) from read+write sections (.data, .heap, and .stack) segments depending on the available memory units on each platform. As illustrated in Figure 2, the inf2 board is limited to a single code and data memory; hence, in our experiments, memory contention arises from both flash and SRAM (cmn3 configuration). In contrast, the nxp4, with its multiple SRAM memories, opened up the possibility of performing two distinct experiments (cmn1 and cmn2). In both experiments, the CPUs’ read-only segments are stored in flash memory. Then, their read+write segments are either split between two SRAMs (cmn1) or combined into a single SRAM memory (cmn2).

In the second experiment, i.e., the catastrophic scenario — see Table 2(b), we aim to demonstrate the most extreme form of performance degradation resulting from contention. We adopt a victim-vs-attacker system model, where the attacker, operating from a secondary, compromised CPU, aims to disrupt the performance execution of the victim running in the primary CPU. The attacker has full access to the DMAs interface and the bus arbitration; however, it cannot directly use platform-enabled functions to stall/pause the victim’s CPU (e.g., CPU1 in nxp4 cannot reset or disable CPU0’s clock [29]). Therefore, the attacker configures the system to intentionally (i) use DMAs in a way that stresses the victim’s access to its assigned memories and (ii) prioritize all other bus masters (i.e., CPU1 and DMAs) over the victim’s CPU. This scenario is demonstrated in the ctt(1-5) configurations. For nxp4 and inf2, we showcase the resulting contention from (i) CPU1 and DMAs interference (ctt1 and ctt3), while CPU0 is configured with the highest priority bus mater in the BP and (ii) the inverse configuration, i.e., CPU1 and DMAs have the highest priority (ctt2 and ctt4). In the case of stm2, only DMAs are enabled, as the platform has a fixed round-robin arbitration policy.

Result validity. The conducted experiments involved two researchers who independently carried out each experiment. To maintain consistency between each configuration, both researchers have used the same evaluation framework. Notwithstanding, we argue that some results could present inconsistencies when repeated. Therefore, we strongly encourage other independent users to validate them through the framework that we are open-sourcing\(^2\). While we made efforts to select a diverse range of platforms across the MCU spectrum, we acknowledge that the results in this study might not immediately generalize to other MCU platforms. MCUs are increasingly heterogeneous in their architectures, and even seemingly similar platforms can yield different results due to their unique microarchitectures.

2.4 Evidence Results

Degree of contention-induced delays in nextgen MCUs. Figure 3a and Figure 3b depict the slowdown ratio of each benchmark running atop the selected nextgen MCUs, i.e., the nxp4 and inf2, respectively. In the common experiment, both platforms exhibit varying degrees of impact across three configurations: (i) cmn1 and cmn2 show significant performance slowdown on nxp4 (ranging from 2.27x to 5.77x); (ii) cmn3 results in negligible impact on inf2, with a maximum of 10% degradation in the nschineu benchmark. Regarding

\(^2\) GitHub repository: https://github.com/danielRep/mcu-tpa-eval
the catastrophic experiment, the results are, again, orders of magnitude different on each platform. The inf2 exhibits a maximum slowdown of 4.67x (nsich neu benchmark in ctt4), whereas nxp4 experiences an almost complete stall of CPU0, with execution time reaching 3800x in the worst case (matmult-int benchmark in ctt2).

Finding 1. Contention-induced slowdowns in MCUs are a reality, with effects varying widely across platforms and configurations, sometimes leading to the complete CPU stall.

Influence of FC’s architecture on contention. The obtained results indicate that contention is predominantly rooted in shared flash memory, influenced by unique properties of the FC. For example, the inf2’s FC provides an 8KiB instruction cache for each CPU, while nxp4 implements a notably smaller cache. This variance in cache size is evident in the cmn3 results of inf2, where only the nsich neu benchmark exhibits contention since its code size surpasses the cache capacity (≈15KiB of code). This stands in contrast to the other benchmarks, with an average code size of ≈2KiB, fitting within the cache and thus avoiding any performance degradation due to cache misses. Moreover, nxp4’s uses a priority-based bus that, by default, configures CPU0 with a higher priority than the co-runner CPU1, suggesting that the primary contention source is the FC rather than the shared bus.

Finding 2. Flash memory is acutely susceptible to contention, with the FC specific characteristics, notably internal cache sizes, playing a pivotal role on the extent of slowdowns.
DMAs add fuel to contention effects. In the catastrophic experiments, the DMAs are enabled and configured to continuously move data between two memory buffers located in CPU0 assigned memories (from flash to SRAM). On nxp4 and inf2 platforms, the benchmark performance drops significantly, showing an increase in memory contention when DMAs create contention on such memories (e.g., in ctt1, a 23x performance slowdown is observed in the edn benchmark). Moreover, this can be even aggravated if we change the bus arbitration policies (ctt2 and ctt4 configurations). Configuring CPU0 as the low-priority bus master has a catastrophic impact on benchmark performance, particularly in the nxp4 platform.

**Finding 3.** Enabling DMAs significantly increases memory contention, causing notable performance drop across platforms. Adjusting bus priorities exacerbates the issue.

Contention in classical single-core MCUs. In Figure 3c, the catastrophic experimental results for the stm2 reveal significant slowdowns, reaching up to 1390x, leading to near CPU starvation due to intensive memory access by both DMAs. The stm2's FC includes a 1KiB instruction cache and a 256B data cache for fetching instructions and read-only constants, respectively. CPUs fetch instructions and literal pools (constant/data) from flash memory through dedicated buses in the FC (I-code and D-code, respectively); DMAs also utilize the D-code bus. According to the platform’s manual [46], D-code accesses are prioritized over I-code accesses to limit the time lost due to fetches from literal pools that lead to stalls during the execution stage of the CPU pipeline. However, the continuous data requests from the two DMAs saturate the D-code bus, meaning that the CPU can only fetch instructions during the intervals when the DMA transaction is restarted. We conducted additional experiments to probe this behavior further. These tests involved running a sequence of 100 **nop** instructions while varying the number of active DMAs and FC’s acceleration settings, such as enabling instruction or data caches. The results indicate that a single active DMA incurs an overhead of approximately 30%. With the activation of a second DMA, the CPU experiences starvation unless either the flash instruction or data cache is activated, which aligns with the results observed in ctt5.

**Finding 4.** Contention is also present in single-core MCUs, where DMAs commonly operate alongside the CPU. Our observations reveal that flash memory constitutes the primary bottleneck, with certain configurations resulting in significant performance slowdowns.

3 μTPArtc: A MCU-powered TPA-based Mechanism

In the previous section, we empirically demonstrated how contention arises in single- and multi-core MCUs when bus masters concurrently access shared memory resources. Following that study, we present a solution to address those contention issues in this section. We propose μTPArtc, a pcontroller-specialized, TPA-based runtime control mechanism designed to ensure timeliness specifically in multi-core environments. μTPArtc monitors an application’s timely progress in run-time, and in the presence of contention delays, it takes proper regulatory actions in the secondary, interfering CPU.

3.1 Background

Timely progress assessment (TPA). The term TPA is initially introduced in Chen et al. [6], "TPA refers to the ability of a system to live-monitor the positive/negative slack — with respect to a known reference — at key milestones throughout an application’s lifespan."
The milestones could be instructions or source code at specific addresses or lines. When the program counter (PC) reaches a milestone, a.k.a., a milestone hit, it can be concluded that the application has made some sizable progress. For example, the exit point of a loop could be a milestone candidate. Upon a milestone hit at runtime, the system emits various information, including the wall clock time. Kritikakou et al. [20,21] firstly design and implement TPA-like mechanism. One important usage of TPA is to enforce the application’s timely progress integrity (TPI). The latter captures the idea that, as long as the progress rate of an application throughout its lifespan is sufficient, execution can finish before the deadline. Several works have demonstrated the effectiveness of TPA in enforcing TPI [6,20,21,42]. All TPA methods start by analyzing the control flow graph (CFG) of the AUT. The following points provide a brief overview of CFGs.

**Basic block and branch instructions.** A basic-block (BB) in this work refers to a consecutive series of non-branching assembly instructions, concluding with a branching instruction. This means that, except for the final instruction, every other instruction in the BB increments the PC to point to the next sequential instruction. The number of target BBs of a branch instruction varies depending on the type. Unconditional branch instructions have one target, for example, B and BL in Armv7/8-M. Conditional instructions (e.g., B.BEQ) have two targets. The targets of return instruction (e.g., RET) can be enumerated by inspecting its call sites.

**Control flow graph (CFG).** The control flow transfer within a program can be modeled as a directed graph $G = (V, E)$. A node in $V$ corresponds to a BB, and an edge $(u, v) \in E$ represents that the ending branch instruction in $u$ has $v$ as a target. For the purpose of TPA, it is unnecessary to construct the complete CFG. Instead, a partial CFG for a function of interest $\text{func}$ is constructed as $\text{func}-\text{CFG}$. $\text{func}-\text{CFG}$ has the following property: for $(u, v) \in \text{func}-\text{CFG}$, if $u$ ends with a function call instruction, then $v$ is the BB starting with the function call return address, instead of the actual branch target BB of that call.

### 3.2 System Overview

Figure 4 presents the µTPArtc system divided into its two main subsystems: (i) an offline profiling tool that automates the selection of milestones and adds reference timing information, and (ii) an online monitoring mechanism that, at each milestone and employing TPA, evaluates the application’s timely progress, ensuring that end-to-end timeliness is preserved. µTPArtc’s online monitoring mechanism conducts TPA by setting hardware breakpoints on milestones, and the corresponding exception handler is programmed for TPA logic. The logic includes checking whether the current progress is ahead or behind the reference timing to take proper...
regulation actions and updating the breakpoints for the next milestones.

3.2.1 Offline Profiling Step

The TPA logic executed in the debug exception handler is not part of the application logic. In other words, a milestone hit would incur an overhead. Thus, the overhead might become excessive if the selected milestones are hit too frequently. If the selected milestones are too "close" to each other, µTPArtc might not be counterproductive. When this is the case, it is beneficial to de-select some of them to reduce overhead. On the other hand, if the hits are too sparse, µTPArtc could be ineffective due to coarse monitoring granularity. So, choosing an appropriate set of milestones is essential in conducting effective TPA. The milestone selection is an optimization problem and a challenging one at that. In this work, we provide an initial milestone selection algorithm that is not meant to be the absolute best. When used in conjunction with profiling, the proposed algorithm produces satisfactory solutions.

Initial milestone selection. Intuitively, an application spends most of its time executing loops. Thus, given a function CFG, e.g., main-CFG, two types of location could be good candidate milestones. The first type is the return address of function calls in main because these functions usually take a sizable portion of the execution time. The second type is the successor(s) of a strongly connected component (SCC) because the control flow might iterate through the loops in the SCC, taking a sizable amount of time. The set of successors of an SCC is the union of all successors of nodes in the SCC minus all nodes in the SCC. The initial milestone selection algorithm works as follows: (i) given the AUT binary, construct the main-CFG. We use the open-source angr [41] tool. (ii) Color the entry node, the return BBs of function calls, and successors of SCCs red. Color all the other nodes white. (iii) Remove all the white nodes and connect the red nodes according to the topology of the main-CFG. This is done by removing each white node and directly connecting all the edges from its predecessors to its successors. The resulting directed graph is a milestone graph (MG). Nodes in the MG form a complete set of milestones for the AUT. At runtime, when a milestone is hit at node u, the next milestone is guaranteed to be one of the successors of u in the MG.

Timing profiling. Given an edge (u, v) in MG, define a random variable transfer time $T_{transfer}$ for the time it takes for the execution to transfer from u to v without other milestones hit in between. Although, by construction, an edge in the MG indicates that the execution will encounter functions or loops during the transfer, the actual $T_{transfer}$ might still be too short or too large, leading to the aforementioned overhead/granularity problems. Timing profiling tackles this issue and adds reference timing information in the MG. The first step is to gather the timing information. This is done in three steps. (i) The MG information is stored as a struct in C and compiled/linked to the firmware; (ii) the hardware breakpoint is set to the starting address of the entry node in MG; (iii) the application is run multiple times. Upon a milestone hit, the exception handler logs the current wall clock time and configures the next set of milestones to monitor according to the MG.

Timed milestone graph (TMG). After milestone timing has been gathered, per-edge and per-node timing information, i.e., nominal time $T_n(u, v)$ and tail time $T_t(u)$ respectively, are added to the MG. $T_n(u, v)$ is the average transfer time for edge (u, v), indicating the expected time the application needs to transfer from one milestone to the other. The time elapsed between the application’s start time and the last time u is hit is a random variable. The tail time $T_t(u)$ is the maximum of said random variable. This term can be experimentally derived (as in our evaluation) or computed using static analysis. The tail time is necessary
complementary information to nominal time because the latter only expresses the expected
transfer time but not how many times the transfer should occur. Consider a loop. At runtime,
each iteration could be timely from the perspective of nominal time. However, the number of
iterations might be significantly larger than those observed during the profiling phase. In this
scenario, checking against tail time could spot a potential TPI violation. The nominal time
is also used to refine the graph and enhance milestone granularity; however, it is imperative
to balance granularity with the potential runtime overhead introduced, which we discuss
further in Table 4. When $T_n(u, v)$ is notably large, the refinement logic depends on the edge
type. If $u$ ends with a function call, the function can be analyzed by the profiling tool in
the same way, and the resulting function graph can be merged into the upper-level graph.
If $v$ is the successor of an SCC, more milestones can be placed inside the SCC, and a new
iteration of the timing profiling will be performed. Conversely, if the nominal time is too
small, the associated milestones can be removed to reduce overhead. The final satisfactory
MG with nominal and tail time embedded within is called timed milestone graph (TMG).

For the AUTs in this work, the final refinement is small: after the initial selection, this step
only adds/removes a couple of milestones.

3.2.2 Online Monitoring Mechanism

Consider an AUT that runs on an MCU with other co-runners. µTPArtc conducts online
monitoring to pause/resume the co-runner(s) and mitigate contention based on the delta
between the actual runtime and the reference time. µTPArtc implements a controlled
degradation mechanism similar to the one proposed in [6]. The same symbols are chosen to
stay consistent. While the operational principle is similar, recall that µTPArtc does not rely
on the presence of a trace unit nor uses a secondary CPU. As such, µTPArtc is not subject
to the problem of trace blackout that was a key limiting factor in [6].

Two times are tracked during the runtime: (i) the actual time $\Theta(i)$ and (ii) the running
nominal time $N(i)$. Let $MBB_i$ be the milestone reached with the $i$-th hit. $\Theta(i)$ is updated
with the current time when the $i$-th hit occurs. Therefore, it indicates the time between the
first milestone hit and the $i$-th milestone hit. The running nominal time $N(i)$ is updated as
$N(i) = N(i-1) + T_n(MBB_{i-1}, MBB_i)$. When the $i$-th milestone hit occurs, $\min(T_t(MBB_i), N(i))$
indicates the expected timely behavior when the AUT runs in isolation. If co-runners are
active, the actual time is usually larger than expected due to contention. Thus, for controlled
degradation, $\alpha > 1$ is introduced to provide a set-point for the timely behavior of the AUT.

Upon the $i$-th milestone hit, the slack is calculated as:

$$slack(i) = \alpha \min\{T_t(MBB_i), N(i)\} - \Theta(i) \tag{1}$$

If a negative slack is detected, i.e., the timely progress falls behind, the µTPArtc’s exception
handler pauses the co-runners. This allows the application to recover some slack. When
enough positive slack is accumulated, the co-runner(s) can be resumed. An aggressiveness
parameter $\beta \in [0, 1]$ is introduced to decide when to resume. The co-runners are resumed
when $slack(i) > \beta \alpha N(i)$. A smaller $\beta$ causes the resume to be as early as possible. A larger
$\beta$ causes the regulation to be more conservative.

3.3 System Implementation

Hardware primitives and support. µTPArtc is designed for MCU-based platforms, and
our current prototype implementation targets the Armv8-M nxp/ platform. To conduct TPA,
### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Primitives</th>
<th>Arm Architectures</th>
<th>Available Platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISA-defined</td>
<td>v6-M CM0</td>
<td>CM0+ CM0+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM1 CM2 CM3 CM4 CM5</td>
<td>v7-M CM3</td>
<td>CM3 CM3 CM3 CM3 CM3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM23 CM33</td>
<td>v8-M CM4</td>
<td>all, except rpb1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPU</td>
<td>all</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>all, except rpb1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) While DWT cycle counter is not supported, the system timer can be used (SysTick) in these processors.  2) BPU is supported, but not accessible by the CPU only the debug access port.

| µTPArtc resorts on three hardware primitives (Figure 4b): (i) a Breakpoint Unit (BPU) for setting hardware breakpoints at each milestone and redirect execution to µTPArtc; (ii) a Cycle Counter (CC) to serve as a wall-clock timer; and (iii) an Inter-Process Communication (IPC) module as a way to intervene with the co-runner upon detecting a TPI violation. Table 3 summarizes the availability of each hardware primitive across Arm’s CM-based processors and the nextgen platforms listed in Table 1. These features are widely available in MCU-based platforms, with both the BPU and CC typically defined at the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) level. In Arm architectures, the BPU is implemented as the Flash Patch and Breakpoint (FPB) unit, which exposes hardware breakpoint functionality via, typically, 8 comparators [40]. The FPB implemented by the nextgen platforms features 8 comparators, which, from our tests, is typically sufficient for monitoring the usual number of milestone edges, i.e., 2 to 3 edges. When an instruction fetch matches a comparator’s address, the core halts or a debug exception is triggered — µTPArtc’s runs the monitoring logic in this exception handler. Moreover, most CM-based processors implement a 32-bit CC in the Data Watchpoint and Trace (DWT) unit. However, for those processors that do not support DWT, the 24-bit system timer (i.e., SysTick) can serve as an alternative. In another example, RISC-V-based platforms feature a system CC and address/data match triggers to implement hardware breakpoints. Additionally, we use a platform-specific IPC module (Inter-CPU Mailbox in the case of nxp4) to send pause/resume commands to the co-runner.

### Profiling and TMG construction.

The offline profiling tool requires two inputs: (i) the unmodified binary of the AUT, which is analyzed by a Python script that utilizes angr to implement the milestone selection algorithm; and (ii) AUT’s function of interest, for which a CFG is to be constructed. Figure 4a shows µTPArtc’s sequence of operations. Initially, in the milestone selection algorithm step (1), the AUT’s binary is analyzed, and an MG is generated, following the strategy outlined in Subsubsection 3.2.1. Then, µTPArtc’s profiler (2) is integrated into AUT’s firmware by modifying the debug exception vector table entry and linking the system’s library to the executable. During runtime, the profiler starts by configuring a hardware breakpoint at the MG’s MBBn entry point. This involves programming the MBBn address into an FPB’s instruction address comparators. A debug exception is triggered when the PC reaches the generic MBBn. Within the debug exception handler (3), the MBBn responsible for the exception is identified. Then, the wall-clock time is read from the DWT cycle counter, and the nominal and tail times are calculated; the MG’s MBBn entry is then updated accordingly. Before handling control back to the AUT, the profiler sets new hardware breakpoints for all the MBBs that can be directly reached from MBBn. The analysis is repeated across multiple runs of the AUT. Finally, the tool outputs the TMG. The TMG comprises an array of mbb_t structures. This structure contains information about each milestone: (i) entry point address, (ii) tail time, and (iii) a list of edges to adjacent milestones, each with the edge’s nominal time and index of the target milestone.
Algorithm 1. \texttt{\muTPArtc}'s monitoring logic (Arm-based implementation).

```plaintext
Algorithm 1

\textbf{input :} Current MBB address, \texttt{addr}
\textbf{input :} Timed Milestone Graph, \texttt{TMG}
\textbf{begin} Run \texttt{\muTPArtc} debug monitor handler
  \texttt{i} $\leftarrow$ Get current MBB id based on \texttt{addr}, \texttt{TMG}(\texttt{addr})
  \texttt{\Theta}_i$ $\leftarrow$ Get actual time from DWT cycle counter
  \texttt{N}(i) $\leftarrow$ Calculate running nominal time
  \texttt{slack}(i) = \min(\texttt{T}_t(MBB_i), \texttt{N}(i)) - \texttt{\Theta}(i) // Calculate slack
  \textbf{if} \texttt{slack} $\geq$ 0 \textbf{then} // Positive slack $\rightarrow$ no TPI violation
    \textbf{if} \texttt{Corunner} = \texttt{SUSPENDED} \textbf{then}
      \textbf{if} \texttt{slack} > (\beta \cdot \texttt{N}(i)) \textbf{then}
        Send IPI to the co-runner to resume
      \texttt{Corunner} $\leftarrow$ \texttt{RUNNING}
    \textbf{else} // Negative slack $\rightarrow$ TPI violation
      \textbf{if} \texttt{Corunner} = \texttt{RUNNING} \textbf{then}
        Send IPI to the co-runner to suspend
      \texttt{Corunner} $\leftarrow$ \texttt{SUSPENDED}
  \textbf{end}
  \textbf{FPB} $\leftarrow$ Clean MBB$_{prev}$ edges breakpoints // Reconfigure hw breakpoints;
  \textbf{FPB} $\leftarrow$ Set next MBB$_{i}$ edges breakpoints
\textbf{end}
```

\textbf{Monitoring logic.} Algorithm 1 illustrates \texttt{\muTPArtc} monitoring handler. Before entering the monitoring logic, \texttt{\muTPArtc} resorts to a pre-handler routine that recovers the \texttt{PC} value from the exception stack frame\textsuperscript{3}. Using the \texttt{PC} address, the MBB$_i$ that caused the exception is identified. Then, the actual time $\Theta_i$ is read from the cycle counter, and the running nominal time $N(i)$ is calculated. Next, the slack is evaluated (Equation 1), and according to this value, two operations can be performed: (i) if the slack is positive, no TPI violation is detected, and the co-runner is resumed based on the $\beta$ parameter; (ii) if the slack is negative, the co-runner is signaled to suspend operations. Before returning from the handler, the previously-set hardware breakpoints are cleared, and the successor edges of MBB$_i$ are configured as the new set of breakpoints in the BPU, preparing the system for the next monitoring checkpoint.

\section{Evaluation}

Our evaluation of \texttt{\muTPArtc} was conducted on the \texttt{nxp4} platform using the same framework mentioned in Section 3. Firstly, we evaluate the run-time overhead imposed in a \texttt{\muTPArtc}-enabled system and measure the memory footprint of \texttt{\muTPArtc}. Following this, we assess the mechanism’s ability to mitigate contention effects, aiming to control the performance degradation of a target application within an acceptable slowdown threshold.

\subsection{Performance Overhead and Memory Considerations}

\textbf{Monitoring checkpoints overhead.} \texttt{\muTPArtc} conducts TPA by preemptively interrupting the core each time a milestone is reached, a routine that we refer to as a monitoring checkpoint. This process inherently incurs a run-time overhead. As a result, increasing the number of monitoring checkpoints leads to larger cumulative overheads. If the overhead grows too large, it might exacerbate contention delays but also impair \texttt{\muTPArtc}'s ability to enact effective TPA without fully halting the co-runner. This interplay highlights the challenge of

\textsuperscript{3} On CM architectures, the CPU automatically pushes a number of registers to stack memory on exception entry.
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Table 4 System binary size and run-time overhead. Ovhd (\(\Delta\%\)) refers to the run-time overhead percentage of \(\mu\)TPArtc \((T_{time})\) compared to the baseline execution time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Total MBBs in TMG</th>
<th>Monitoring Checkpoints</th>
<th>Binary Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Run-time Overhead (cycles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total Hits</td>
<td>Max. (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>TMG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nbody</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nettle-aes</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bagbench</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matlab-int</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikisort</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

balancing the granularity of milestone placement with the imperative to maintain manageable overhead levels, ensuring that \(\mu\)TPArtc interventions are both effective and as minimally intrusive as possible. Table 4 reports the variable impact of \(\mu\)TPArtc’s run-time overhead across different benchmarks, with overheads ranging from a minimal 0.17% in wikisort to a moderate 8.28% in st. Noteworthy, benchmarks such as st and nettle-aes exhibit the highest overheads, primarily due to the number of monitoring checkpoints surpassing the pre-computed maximum threshold intended to limit impact to less than 1% (as seen in the Total Hits column surpassing the Max (<1%)) — see Section 5. This observation underscores the importance of strategic milestone placement within \(\mu\)TPArtc to mitigate unnecessary performance degradation while ensuring effective TPA.

Memory footprint. The \(\mu\)TPArtc is developed as a static library, allowing it to be directly linked with a target application. The binary size of \(\mu\)TPArtc is notably small, approximately 1.3KiB when compiled with \(-O2\) optimizations (GNU toolchain version 11.2.1.). The configuration requires a C source file that describes the TMG through a data structure, which can increase the binary size (around 150 bytes of data is allocated for each milestone defined). According to Table 4, which details the binary size of various setups used within the controlled performance degradation use-case (Subsection 4.2), the increase is between 6% to 8%.

4.2 Use-case: Controlled Performance Degradation

Experimental setup. We selected nxp4 based on its observed significant performance degradation in the common experiment, making it an ideal target for assessing \(\mu\)TPArtc’s ability to restore timeliness. To recap, the common experiment applies a typical multi-core setup, where the interplay between CPUs accessing common memory resources generates contention (i.e., the flash and SRAM). The observed primary CPU runs the target benchmark, while the second CPU runs the synthetic memory-intensive application used in Section 2. In all the performance tests, both CPU clocks are configured at a 150MHz maximum frequency, and the flash acceleration is enabled to speed up its performance.

Benchmark selection. The benchmarks from Embench chosen for our use-case study are reported in Table 4. With each \(\mu\)TPArtc intervention consuming an average of 142 cycles (0.95\(\mu\)s), we pinpointed 10 benchmarks where adding at least one monitoring checkpoint results in no more than 1% of total overhead. Due to limitations in space, three benchmarks—qrduino, picojpeg, and sglib-combined—were further excluded from this selection.

Results overview. Figure 5 depicts the behavior of the selected benchmarks when regulated by \(\mu\)TPArtc, which strives to maintain their timely behavior with a set-point of \(\alpha = 1.3\). This regulation entails intervening in the AUT’s operation—pausing or resuming interfering CPUs—when contention occurs, thereby allowing the AUT to recover slack. We analyze
the AUT’s progress in three scenarios: (i) operating in isolation (Baseline (in isolation)), (ii) under the impact of interference from a co-runner (Interference w/ co-runner), and (iii) when regulated by µTPArtc (Regulated run-time). Additionally, we display the computed set-point to explain µTPArtc’s regulation actions at each monitoring checkpoint (Computed set-point). The y-axis chronologically details the timeline of each monitoring checkpoint, whereas the x-axis indicates the time interval between these checkpoints. Furthermore, the figure reports the decisions to pause (red ×) or resume (green ●) the co-runner made by µTPArtc based on its slack monitoring. Co-runners are resumed promptly as soon as the AUT recovers some slack (β = 0.05).

**Evaluation results.** As depicted in Figure 5, in the first three cases, i.e., cubic, nbody, and nettle-aes, µTPArtc successfully enforces a runtime very close to the set-point. As soon as negative slack is detected, a corrective adjustment of the co-runner is performed, allowing for the recovery of performance slack. For huffbench, a minor deviation from the baseline is observed at the final checkpoint. Increasing milestone granularity between checkpoints 7 and 8 could improve regulation, avoiding the notable slowdown observed in this interval;
Algorithm 2 WikiSort benchmark marked with MBB placement.

```
begin Run wikisort benchmark
← MBB1
Create data array to be sorted (\(\vec{D}\))
Initialize funcGenPointers (\(\vec{F}\)) with different data generator functions
Initialize the random-number generator
foreach Function \(f\) in \(\vec{F}\) do
← MBB2
foreach Index \(d\) in \(\vec{D}\) do
\(d\) ← Generate data by calling \(f(d)\)
end ← MBB3
end ← MBB4
Call WikiSort(\(\vec{D}\)) ← MBB5
end
```

\(\mu\)TPArtc only applies a corrective measure in 8 after huffbench has been substantially affected by contention. Regarding \(st\), \(\mu\)TPArtc aligns the regulated performance with the set point. However, as reported in Table 4, \(st\) exhibits a large 8.28% overhead. This excessive overhead arises from a milestone positioned within a loop, prompting \(\mu\)TPArtc to intervene 405 times—far exceeding the threshold established for maintaining overhead at 1% (specifically, 42 hits). To address such scenarios, we suggest implementing a countdown counter that selectively bypasses monitoring checkpoints in extensive loops, as detailed in Section 5. The matmult-int benchmark could also benefit from a thin granularity between checkpoint 2 and 3; nevertheless, as soon as \(\mu\)TPArtc pauses the co-runner in 3, the performance is prevented from dropping further, and matmult-int recovers close to the set-point.

The wikisort demonstrates certain limitations of \(\mu\)TPArtc. Wikisort is based on a block merge sort algorithm, as detailed in Algorithm 2. It consists of a two-level nested loop. The inner loop prepares the data, and the outer loop executes the WikiSort algorithm for each prepared data set. The execution time of each inner and outer loop iteration varies, depending on the data type to be generated (e.g., random, equal, etc.) and the time elapsed in the WikiSort function. Consequently, \(T\)\text{transfer} for (MBB2, MBB3) and (MBB3, MBB4) has a large variance, which causes the nominal and tail time to no longer be accurate representations of the true behavior. This inaccuracy makes \(\mu\)TPArtc overly conservative. The intersection between the baseline and progress set-point in Figure 5g illustrates one such case. To mitigate the issue, one could use the maximum \(T\)\text{transfer} to calculate the nominal time. When doing so, as shown in Figure 5h, said intersection disappears. Nonetheless, the set-point still appears far from the actual timely behavior due to the overestimation of the nominal time. In Section 5, we propose a strategy for addressing timing imbalances in loops. Additionally, the granularity-overhead trade-off problem (see Section 3.2.1) also appears at the 11th milestone hit. The flat slope here suggests coarse monitoring. An attempt is made to add one more milestone in the outer loop, resulting in a much improved albeit imperfect TPI as shown in Figure 5i. When more milestones are placed in the inner loop for better TPI, the large number of iterations results in impractical overhead, a scenario also noted in \(st\).

5 Discussion

Timing high variance nominal in loop. The variance problem exhibited in wikisort shows only one possible case of complex control flow that the proposed method cannot satisfactorily
solve. Although Kritikakou et al. [20, 21] provide a treatment for the timing variance, this work adopts Chen et al. [6]’s TMG to store timing information, which does not provide a treatment yet. Thus, we extend the TMG to provide a solution for the wikisort-like problems.

The following notations are used to better explain the peculiarity of wikisort. Given an edge, let \( T \) denote the set containing all the measured \( T_{\text{transfer}} \) for the edge throughout the profiling phase. \( t_{i,j} \in T \) represents the measured \( T_{\text{transfer}} \) for the \( j \)-th iteration of the edge during the \( i \)-th run of the AUT. The offending edge whose transfer time exhibits high variance, in wikisort, is part of a loop, and its nominal time represents the expected time for the WikiSort function call. At profiling, the number of iterations is found to be precisely 9. Define a set \( P_k = \{ t_{i,j} \in T | i = k, j \in \mathbb{N}^+, 1 \leq j \leq 9 \} \), the nine measurements for the \( k \)-th run. If the variance \( \sigma^2(P_k) \) of \( P_k \) is high, neither the average nor the maximum of \( P_k \) is suitable for nominal time. Interestingly, let \( m \) be the total number of profiling runs and define \( P'_k = \{ t_{i,j} \in T | i \in \mathbb{N}^+, 1 \leq i \leq m, j = k \} \), all the measured transfer times for the \( k \)-th iteration in the loop across all the runs. The data indicates \( \sigma^2(P'_k) \) is sufficiently small for all \( k \). The implication is that given the \( k \)-th iteration of the loop, the average \( \mu(P'_k) \) of \( P'_k \) is a suitable representation of the timely behavior. Thus, instead of a single nominal time, a list of nominal times \( \{ \mu(P'_1), ..., \mu(P'_9) \} \) should be added to the edge. Then, \( \muTPArtc \) chooses the corresponding nominal time and conducts TPA based on the current iteration. Two lessons are learned: (i) when profiling a loop, one must check whether \( \sigma^2(P_k) \) is sufficiently small; (ii) by extrapolation, a non-loop edge can also be associated with a set \( P'_1 \). When \( \sigma^2(P'_1) \) is sufficiently small, the nominal time is an accurate representation. Last but not least, (iii) instead of solely relying on the variance, the profiling phase should also consider the range of \( T \) to improve the mechanism’s reliability.

**Reducing overhead for loop with large iterations.** st exhibits a relatively large overhead (8.28%) due to one milestone in a loop being hit 405 times, as shown in Table 4. The overhead can be reduced by not conducting TPA every time the milestone is hit. Upon a hit, the overhead is the sum of (a) entering/leaving the exception handler and (b) TPA/TPI logic. The overall overhead per hit is 150 cycles. However, the measured overhead for (a) is only 15 cycles. Thus a counter-down counter can be defined in the handler for the milestone, such that only if the counter value equals to zero, the TPA would be executed and the counter is replenished, otherwise it merely decrements the counter and exit the handler. For example, if the replenishment value is 81, the number of fully handled TPA events for the same milestone would be reduced from 405 to 5.

**Extending \( \muTPArtc \) regulation to DMAs.** In Subsection 2.4, the catastrophic scenario illustrates how DMAs can be instrumental in exacerbating contention on shared memory. Although \( \muTPArtc \)’s current regulatory actions are directed at interfering CPUs, we believe our methodology is broadly applicable and, with minor engineering modifications, can be expanded to include DMAs. Notably, several nexgen platforms (e.g., nxp5, nxp6, stm4) offer DMA controllers that allow software to suspend/resume each channel at any time, presenting a practical way to integrate DMA management into \( \muTPArtc \)’s resources allocation strategy.

### Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, only two works have specifically measured interference in MCUs [30, 33]. In [33], temporal interference is observed in the access to shared memories. The authors propose a memory allocation strategy for statically segregating code and data; however, this approach offers limited scalability and flexibility. On the other hand, [30]...
introduces a framework for analyzing interference in low-end MCUs and proposes a monitoring system to manage contention; however, they lack implementation and evaluation details. Both contributions target the Arm Musca-A1 test chip, which does not include common features of commercial platforms (e.g., DMAs and flash acceleration). This section summarizes significant research on shared resource contention and explores studies on TPA techniques.

### Measuring multi-core interference
Assessing interference in multi-core systems requires a comprehensive knowledge of a system’s underlying microarchitecture in order to identify sources of contention and fine-tune synthetic benchmarks that stress-test those resources. 

Radojkovic et al. [34] designed a set of benchmarks to stress core- and memory-level shared resources (e.g., L1 caches, memory bandwidth through L2 cache) in 3 multi-core Intel processors. In [16], D. Iorga, et al. proposed techniques for empirically testing interference across different chips (Arm Cortex-A53, -A7, and Intel Atom); authors are able to cause slowdowns up to 3.8x larger than prior work. In [3], authors carefully crafted write-intensive applications that are capable of originating a DDoS attack on a particular internal structure of a Cortex-A53-based last-level cache (LLC). While these works offer insights into interference assessment methods, MCUs represent a distinct computing paradigm with unique challenges and limitations.

### Addressing multi-core interference
Table 5 highlights several works proposing techniques to address interference, mainly in the LLC and DRAM resources. These approaches utilize specific hardware features, including performance monitor counters (PMC) [3, 7, 27, 38, 52, 53], as well as resource partitioning and virtual memory capabilities [19, 24–27, 33, 49, 51]. Additionally, some techniques take advantage of debug facilities [55] or specialized interconnects [13, 39, 43, 45, 54]. Memguard [52, 53] presented the initial effort using PMCs to regulate memory bandwidth, and subsequent works have included cache coloring features [27] and reinforced the actual memory utilization by using memory’s QoS-PU [38]. In another perspective, MemPol [55] uses debug facilities to monitor interference outside the core.
**TABLE 6** The trade-off among different methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Preemption</th>
<th>Code Instrumentation</th>
<th>TU</th>
<th>Breakpoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Kritikakou et al.</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sinha et al.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Chen et al.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PALLOC [51] optimizes the use of DRAM by allocating memory pages for each application to specific banks, while [19] leverages virtualization extensions to extend a hypervisor with memory coloring. In cache partitioning, different techniques have been proposed [24, 26, 49]. Mancuso et al. [24] proposed "Cache Lockdown," combining cache coloring and locking techniques. Other works propose mechanisms to address interference from interrupts [7] and DMA-enabled I/O peripherals [54]. While effective in APU systems, these methods are less applicable to MCUs which lack the necessary hardware.

**Existing TPA methods.** Existing methods to achieve TPA fall into two categories, i.e., software instrumentation [20, 21, 42] and hardware monitoring [6]. All software instrumentation approaches require the source code of AUTs available, and the source code needs to be modified to add a portion of TPA logic. These requirements are constraints on the AUT side but make software approaches implementable on a wider range of platforms because the modified AUT carries out necessary TPA logic, which needs to be handled by the platform otherwise. On the other hand, the hardware monitor method only needs the binaries of the AUTs without code instrumentation, but the platform needs a trace unit infrastructure. From an overhead perspective, all software approaches rely on interrupting or at least 'preempting' AUT from its payload to conduct TPA, which inevitably introduces overhead; on the contrary, the hardware approach introduces negligible to no overhead, and the AUT can run as it is. Our work achieves a new trade-off: (a) in contrast to [6] relying on a trace unit, ours leverage ISA-defined hardware breakpoints, which allows (b) to operate on black-box binary AUTs with minor modifications to the linking step, but by (c) introducing some overhead due to the nature of hardware breakpoints. Table 6 shows the trade-off. On the TPI side, all works derive a reference time for each milestone via offline profiling and measure the slack at runtime. Kritikakou et al. [20, 21] utilize the slack to enforce the timing requirement for hard real-time systems, Sinha et al. [42] to run a scheduler upon milestone hits to prevent unnecessary abortions of low critical tasks, and Chen et al. [6] to conduct controlled degradation. Ours also adopts the controlled degradation scheme. Importantly, as presented in Table 5, this is the first work demonstrating how TPA-based regulation can be applied to MCUs.

7 Conclusion

As MCUs evolve to embrace multi-core architectures with complex memory hierarchies and integrate multiple DMAs, their predictable and deterministic nature faces new challenges due to the interference within shared hardware resources. Recognizing the scarcity of research on contention issues in these platforms, we embarked on an empirical investigation to assess the impact of contention delays on application performance on three different COTS platforms. Our research uncovers that contention can cause application slowdowns by factors ranging from 2x to an extreme 3800x. To address this, we proposed µTPArtc, a mechanism designed to enforce TPI on applications. We demonstrated µTPArtc’s ability to regulate performance degradation within a predetermined threshold while incurring a minimal overhead. This establishes µTPArtc as a promising strategy for achieving timeliness in modern MCUs.
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